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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
On behalf of the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP) Board of Directors,
ATAP Conference Committee, and ATAP Florida Chapter, welcome to the 2019 ATAP Winter
Conference.
This is our third year hosting the Winter Conference at the Walt Disney World Resort in Orlando.
Formerly known as the Spring Regional Conference, the Winter Conference is the evolution of
ATAP’s training vision, using its full resources to provide a national-level training program to the
East Coast. The Winter Conference continues to serve as the East Coast compliment on our annual
marquee event, the Threat Management Conference, which is held in August at the Disneyland
Resort in Anaheim, California. Offering national conferences on both coasts every six months, in
partnership with bimonthly meetings, full day seminars, and joint chapter multi-day trainings held
by our 14 local chapters, completes our comprehensive strategy to bring threat assessment training
to communities across the United States.
The vision for this year’s Winter Conference is to provide attendees a balanced training
program by topics, professional fields and agencies. Our traditional threat assessment
topics of mass shootings, workplace violence, domestic violence and violent extremism
are represented, but we are also adding presentations on insider threat, cyber threat,
and critical event case surge. The professional perspectives represented include law
enforcement, behavioral sciences, legal and corporate security threat assessment experts.
The presenting agencies range from the Riverside County Sheriff’s and Illinois Targeted
Violence Prevention Program at the local/state level, to the FBI, US Capitol Police, and US
Department of Energy at the federal level. This balanced program will provide attendees
both breadth and depth for understanding traditional threat assessment issues, as well as
new applications of established threat assessment concepts.
New this year is our specialized K-12 threat assessment training day. Given the tragic
events of this past year in Parkland, Florida and other schools across the United States, and
the subsequent establishment of K-12 threat assessment programs in Florida, Texas and
elsewhere, we found it critical to offer focused training on threat assessment programs in
schools. The presentations will discuss programs in Virginia, Nebraska, and Florida, and the
efforts of Sandy Hook Promise to bring behavior-based threat assessment to schools.
While high quality training is the core of ATAP events, establishing relationships with our
network of professionals is equally important to ATAP’s mission and vision. Take time during
the conference to exchange ideas and business cards with the other attendees, and build
into our ATAP family. The relationships you make here will benefit you both personally and
professionally for years to come. If you are not currently a member and meet our membership
criteria, please complete an application and join ATAP.
We are pleased to have the Florida Orange County Sheriff’s Office returning to serve as our law
enforcement co-host for the 2019 Winter Conference. We also thank our corporate sponsors,
whose financial contributions helped make this event possible: The Walt Disney Company,
Lockheed Martin and Control Risks. Finally, thank you to the ATAP Florida Chapter, the ATAP
Conference Committee, and ATAP Headquarters for staffing the event. As you meet these folks
over the next couple of days, please thank them for their contributions to making the 2019
Winter Conference a success.
Thank you for attending the ATAP 2019 Winter Conference. Enjoy your time at the conference
and hospitality events, the Walt Disney Resort and the city of Orlando.
Kind Regards,
Russell Palarea, Ph.D.
Association President
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FULL AGENDA
All sessions will be held in Asbury A-D

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2019 – Specialized Training Day: K-12 Threat Assessment
7:00 AM		

Registration - Asbury Lobby

7:30 AM – 8:30 AM

Continental Breakfast - Asbury Lobby

8:30 AM – 9:00 AM

Welcoming Remarks

9:00 AM – 10:00 AM

The Sandy Hook Promise Story – Nicole Hockley, Sandy Hook Promise

10:00 AM – 10:15 AM Break
10:15 AM – 11:30 AM The Lincoln Public Schools K-12 Threat Assessment Team Model – Joe Wright,
Director of Security, Lincoln, Nebraska Public Schools
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Lunch - North Ballroom

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM

Workshop: A Hands-on Approach for K-12 Threat Assessment in the Virginia
School System – Donna P. Michaelis, Manager, Virginia Center for School Safety
& Campus Security, Division of Law Enforcement, Virginia Department of
Criminal Justice Services

2:00 PM – 2:15 PM

Break

2:15 PM – 3:30 PM

Workshop: A Hands-on Approach for K-12 Threat Assessment in the Virginia
School System - Continued

3:30 PM – 3:45 PM

Break

3:45 PM – 5:00 PM

Florida K-12 School Safety Post Parkland – Rick Parfitt, Director of Safety and
Security, School District of Lee County, Florida

5:30 PM – 7:30 PM

Certified Threat Manager Exam - Preapproval required to sit for the exam

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2019
7:00 AM – 8:00 AM

Registration - Asbury Lobby

7:00 AM – 8:00 AM

Continental Breakfast - Asbury Lobby

8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

Opening Remarks

8:30 AM – 9:45 AM

The Pulse Nightclub Terror Attack – Special Agent Ron Hopper, Federal Bureau
of Investigation

9:45 AM – 10:00 AM

Break

10:00 AM – 11:30 AM Evolving Legal Considerations in Response to Workplace and Campus Violence
– Glenn Kraemer, Hirschfeld Kraemer LLP
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
Lunch - North Ballroom
			Sponsored by Control Risks
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1:00 PM – 2:15 PM

“Going Nuclear:” Assessing Insider Threats to the Nation’s Nuclear Programs –
Nicole M. Alford, Ph.D., Clinical/Operational Psychologist, U.S. Department of Energy

2:15 PM – 2:30 PM

Break

2:30 PM – 3:45 PM

Cyber Behavioral Analysis and the New Threatscape – SSA Cameron Malin,
Behavioral Analysis Unit, Federal Bureau of Investigation

3:45 PM – 5:00 PM

Frog in a Pot: Domestic Violence, Strangulation and Assessing Violence Risk –
Det. Rachael Frost, Riverside County (California) Sheriff’s Department

5:00 PM – 5:30 PM
TAPS Act Action Briefing – hosted by the ATAP Legislative Affairs Committee –
			Asbury A-D
5:30 PM – 7:00 PM
Networking Reception
			
Yacht Club Marina
			Sponsored by Lockheed Martin

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2019
7:00 AM – 8:30 AM

Continental Breakfast - Asbury Lobby

8:30 AM – 9:45 AM

Staying Afloat: How to Manage Case Surge After Critical Events – Sgt. Chad Beckett, Special
Agent; Meghan Blasi, US Capitol Police;

9:45 AM – 10:00 AM

Break

10:00 AM – 11:30 AM Addressing Ideological and Hate-Inspired Targeted Violence: Leveraging Threat Assessment
Strategies for Early Intervention – Junaid M. Afeef, Director, Targeted Violence Prevention
Program, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority; Stevan M. Weine M.D., Professor
of Psychiatry, University of Illinois at Chicago College of Medicine; James Sheehan, Program
Manager, Jersey City/Newark UASI; John Cohen, Senior Expert, Argonne National Lab
11:30 AM – 1:00 PM

Lunch - Yacht Club Marina

1:00 PM – 2:15 PM

Preventing and Responding to Mass Violence: Recommendations from the National Council on
Behavioral Healthcare – John Rozel, MD, MSL, Medical Director, UPMC START; Joseph Parks, MD,
Medical Director, National Council on Behavioral Health

2:15 PM - 2:30 PM

Break

2:30 PM – 3:45 PM

Preventing Bad Things at Happy Places: Building Disney’s Threat Assessment Program – Ian
Moore, Senior Manager-Workplace Security, The Walt Disney Company

3:45 PM – 5:00 PM

Violent Extremism: There and Back Again – Ron Schouten, MD, JD, Harvard Medical School,
Arno Michaelis (former skinhead/Neo-Nazi), Mubin Shaik (former Islamic extremist), MyriemeNadri Churchill (trauma survivor)

5:00 PM - 5:15 PM

Closing Remarks

*APA Credits
The University of Nebraska Public Policy Center (UNPPC) is approved by the American Psychological Association to
sponsor continuing education for psychologists. The UNPPC maintains responsibility for this program and its content. This
event is co-sponsored by the University of Nebraska Public Policy Center.
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CONFERENCE INFORMATION
Transportation:

ATAP is providing roundtrip transportation for attendees staying at Disney’s Port Orleans Hotel. Please
find the daily schedule below. Please meet in the Magnolia Terrace-Building #85 for pick up.
Tuesday, February 5, 2019
7:00 AM - Shuttle Departs from the Port Orleans Resort
5:30 PM - Shuttle Departs from the Yacht Club Resort
Wednesday, February 6, 2019
7:00 AM - Shuttle Departs from the Port Orleans Resort
7:30 PM - Shuttle Departs from the Yacht Club Resort
Thursday, February 7, 2019
7:00 a.m. - Shuttle Departs from the Port Orleans Resort
5:30 p.m. - Shuttle Departs from the Yacht Club Resort

Guidebook QR Code

Conference Mobile App Sponsored by Disney Global Security
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SALUTING OUR HEROES AND

HONORING THEIR COURAGE.
AT LOCKHEED MARTIN
WE’RE ENGINEERING A BETTER TOMORROW.®
Lockheed Martin is proud to support
the Association of Threat Assessment
Professionals, partnering with those
dedicated to protecting our workplaces,
schools, communities and the homeland.
Learn more at lockheedmartin.com

© 2017 LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Tuesday, February 5, 2019
The Sandy Hook Promise Story
Sandy Hook’s objectives are to bring research-based programs and practices, including Safety Assessment and Intervention,
to help protect children from gun violence and self-harm in homes, schools and communities. This presentation will look at
their strategies to teach youth and adults how to recognize the signs and signals of a person in need of help before they can
hurt themselves or others, and prevent gun-related deaths due to crime, suicide and accidental discharge.
The Lincoln Public Schools K-12 Threat Assessment Team Model
Lincoln Public Schools (Lincoln, NE) has an internal threat assessment/management team that serves a singular school
district. The team addresses all threat types with an emphasis on student, staff and domestic violence issues. The team
advises its executive staff on public relations and brand management issues as well. LPS employs a full-time threat
manager and has recently added a full-time social worker dedicated to the design and application of safety plans for
students. This presentation will describe the strategies and processes the team uses to manage internal issues and how
the team collaborates with community partners.
Hands-on Approach for K-12 Threat Assessment in the Virginia School System
This presentation will provide participants with a synopsis of the implementation of K-12 threat assessment teams and
accompanying policies, procedures and guidelines in Virginia schools. The historical context of why threat assessment
teams were mandated by Virginia’s General Assembly and the methodology for developing a threat assessment model
will be discussed. The initial and current challenges associated with the implementation of threat assessment teams and
other ancillary components necessary to support threat assessment programs will be addressed. Participants will also
understand the processes by which threat assessments are conducted at the school level and hear what Virginia is doing
to improve threat assessment training and case management.
Florida K-12 School Safety Post Parkland
Immediately after the mass shooting on February 14, 2018 at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, FL
that left 17 dead and 17 wounded, Florida Governor Rick Scott and the Legislature quickly drafted and passed sweeping
legislation mandating a number of changes in the safety and security of public schools in Florida. One of the most
significant provisions was to establish Threat Assessment Teams in every school in Florida. The state has 67 traditional
school districts (and six special school districts) serving 2.7 million students in nearly 4,300 schools. This session will
describe and link the changes in the recent legislation to the threat assessment process. The use of threat assessment
is generally new to Florida K-12 schools and the presentation will describe the importance of training teams, sharing
information and their use of a systematic approach, as described in the Arapahoe High School shooting report. The best
practices and best models will be discussed and how Lee County schools responded.

Wednesday, February 6, 2019
The Pulse Nightclub Terror Attack
This presentation will cover a variety of topics including law enforcement/crisis response, the evolution of the incident
(from active shooter, barricaded subject, hostage negotiation and hostage rescue), the resources involved, as well as the
shooter’s activities/radicalization prior to the attack.
Evolving Legal Considerations in Response to Workplace and Campus Violence
Behind today’s headlines is a torrent of new law and policy that will continue to shape the operation of threat management
teams. In the workplace, the issues range from the “violence to the spirit” associated with bullying and harassment, to
assessment and prevention of lethal acts while navigating a daunting set of human resources considerations. On university
campuses, new case law concerning an institution’s duty of care has generated a flood of practical challenges for assessment
teams. This session will address the open questions concerning recent gun legislation initiatives, privacy, harassment and
disability law considerations, reconsidered internal investigation standards, and Title IX sexual assault prevention and response
protocols, while providing practical answers for security, risk management and legal professionals.
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“Going Nuclear:” Assessing Insider Threats to the Nation’s Nuclear Programs
Department of Energy, (DOE) has a unique mission -- the nuclear safety and security of the nation, global counterproliferation responsibilities and cutting-edge energy research and technological development. As such, DOE’s mission
requires entrusting their workforce and partners with DOE’s greatest assets: nuclear materials and weapons, state of the
art laboratories and equipment, and most importantly, intellectual property. The process of assessing human reliability
and suitability of individuals given this level of trust, and the high stakes in the event of a breach, dictates the need for a
vanguard and highly effective insider threat program. This presentation will focus on the development and evolution of
DOE’s Insider Threat Program; to include unique program attributes and challenges, presentation of relevant cases, and
how programmatic structure and functions thwart potential insider threats.
Cyber Behavioral Analysis and the New Threatscape
The use of malware and cyberattacks is not longer merely a threat to computer systems and digital devices. A burgeoning
trend in the cyber threatscape is the use of malware and cyberattacks to facilitate violent, “real world” offenses and attacks.
This presentation discusses the nature and capabilities of these threats with case studies to provide rich context.
Frog in a Pot: Domestic Violence, Strangulation, and Assessing Violence Risk
“Frog in A Pot” will discuss the correlation between domestic violence and strangulation to those who commit
targeted violence, illustrating how domestic violence truly is a community problem. The session will begin by reviewing
strangulation mechanisms and the large percentage of incidents that do not leave any visible injury on the victims.
Explore the research related to strangulation as a potential behavior of concern for subjects who commit community
violence, murder/suicide, and familicide. Part of the conversation will include the affect domestic violence has on women
in the workplace, why women are reluctant to come forward even when half of all female homicide victims are killed by
intimate partners, what resources can be offered to increase a willingness to seek help, and the evolving state laws that
mandate support of DV victim employees.

Thursday, February 7, 2019
Staying Afloat: How to Manage Case Surge After Critical Events
The U.S. Capitol Police Threat Assessment Section is a specialized unit, comprised of 15 Special Agents, who regularly
field 4,000 new case inquiries a year, ranging from harassing communications, stalking and impersonation cases, to
direct threats to harm their protectees. This particular presentation will focus on how agents and supervisors with the
Threat Assessment Section manage the increased case volume following critical events affecting the Congressional
Community and the nation at large. The session will highlight the logistics of triaging, assigning and evaluating cases
at the supervisory level during the heightened reporting, as well as providing the agent on the ground perspective on
operational tempo, prioritization of tasking’s and feedback to the community.
Addressing Ideological and Hate-Inspired Targeted Violence: Leveraging Threat Assessment Strategies for Early Intervention
Targeted violence includes many lone actor attacks labeled terrorism or violent hate crimes. Efforts to intervene early
through non-punitive assistance to redirect individuals who are increasingly fixated on violent ideologies can benefit
from the use of threat assessment strategy. Over the past eight years in the United States prevention policy on hate or
ideologically inspired targeted violence has been promulgated and pursued under the framework of “Countering Violent
Extremism” or “CVE.” This “CVE” framework has made some meaningful progress, and yet at the same time it has been
criticized encroachment on civil liberties. The importance of prevention of all forms of ideologically-inspired targeted
violence is clear. The concerns of CVE opponents have merit. In addition to continually building community resilience
using the all-hazards approach, another step in the right direction is to integrate prevention of ideologically inspired or
hate inspired targeted violence into the work and focus of threat assessors alongside their focus on other mass casualty
attacks. A panel of experts will compare and contrast the CVE paradigm with threat assessment strategy and highlight
how the CVE paradigm included some threat assessment approaches but did not embrace the range of concerning
behaviors, risk factors, and protective factors used by threat assessors. Highlighting efforts in Illinois and New Jersey, the
panel will suggest ways for better integrating the prevention of ideologically inspired or hate inspired targeted violence
within existing and future threat assessment programs in schools and other community spaces.
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Preventing and Responding to Mass Violence: Recommendations from the National Council on Behavioral Healthcare
The National Council on Behavioral Healthcare is the largest professional organization representing behavioral health
providers, hospitals and related organizations. In 2018, their Medical Director’s Institute convened an expert panel in
2018 to develop strategic recommendations about preventing and responding to mass violence. This presentation will
briefly discuss the rationale, mission and process of the panel but will spend the bulk of its focus exploring the panel’s
findings and recommendations. The presentation will close with a discussion of how the National Council is encouraging
its members to engage with threat assessment programs and how best you can engage with providers.
Preventing Bad Things at Happy Places: Building Disney’s Threat Assessment Program
This presentation is designed to provide insights into the multifaceted elements of threat management at the world’s
leading entertainment brand. The Walt Disney Company faces threats from overzealous fans, delusional individuals,
insiders and would-be terrorists. Given the diverse business portfolio, threat management requires a tailored approach
that takes into account these various risks.
Violent Extremism: There and Back Again
This is a moderated panel discussion that focuses on how two of the panel members became radicalized, one to Jihadi
violent extremism and the other to skinhead, neo-Nazi extremism, and how their views and behaviors changed over
time. The third panel member will describe her experience of growing up in an authoritarian society where she was not
accepted by either of the dominant ethnic cultural groups but harassed by both, and the factors that helped her avoid
being radicalized and, instead, building a life helping others drawn to extremism.
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Junaid Afeef
Junaid M. Afeef directs the Targeted Violence Prevention Program at the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority.
He is an attorney with over 23 years of experience criminal law, civil rights and violence prevention efforts in the criminal
justice system. He is also a leader in the American Muslim community and co-founded the Muslim Bar Association of
Chicago. He has over two decades of experience advocating for the civil rights of American Muslims and other minority
communities in the United States. Junaid earned his B.A. in Political Science from the University of Iowa in May 1991
and his J.D. from The American University Washington College of Law in May 1994. He is a member of the Association
of Threat Assessment Professionals, the Truman National Security Project and the American Muslim Civic Leadership
Initiative at the University of Southern California.
Nicole Alford
Dr. Nicole M. Alford is a 21-year veteran clinical/operational psychologist, intelligence officer and adjunct professor of
clinical psychology. She currently serves as the behavioral sciences subject matter expert (SME) for the US Department
of Energy’s Insider Threat Program as a contract employee. In this capacity, Dr. Alford consults nationwide to DOE sites
on cases with a potential insider threat nexus, assists in the development and implementation of insider threat and
workplace violence policy and training, and consults to DOE’s Human Reliability Program.
Dr. Alford is a former CIA staff officer and NSA contractor and has nearly two decades within the intelligence community
and spent the early part of her career practicing forensic psychology. She has expertise in HUMINT asset validation,
personnel selection and suitability assessment for high risk occupations, the diagnosis, assessment and identification of
counterintelligence (CI) risks and risk mitigation strategies, and development of insider threat policy and programmatic
implementation. She is an adjunct professor of clinical and forensic psychology at Argosy University’s Washington, DC
Campus and a former adjunct professor of clinical psychology at American University.
Chad Beckett
Sgt. Chad Beckett is serving in his 17th year with the United States Capitol Police (UCSP) and is currently assigned as
a Supervisory Special Agent in the Threat Assessment Section, which investigates threats to Members of Congress,
their families, staff and facilities. During his tenure with the USCP, Sgt. Beckett has been assigned to the Patrol Division,
Intelligence Section, Dignitary Protection Division and the Mission Assurance Bureau, which coordinates National Special
Security Events with other federal partners. Sgt. Beckett is a graduate of Frostburg State University in western Maryland
and prior to his law enforcement career worked as a crisis intervention counselor for emotionally disturbed children.
Meghan Blasi
Special Agent Meghan Blasi has been with the United States Capitol Police (USCP) since January of 2007 and has worked
as an investigator with the USCP - Threat Assessment Section since June of 2010. Special Agent Blasi has completed both
basic uniform and criminal investigative training programs at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco,
GA. Additionally, Special Agent Blasi has completed several advanced interview and interrogation courses as well as
courses that specify in threat assessment and protective intelligence. Special Agent Blasi has investigated, managed,
and assessed hundreds of cases pertaining to concerning and/or threatening behavior directed towards members of
Congress, their immediate family and their congressional staff. Special Agent Blasi is a graduate of Saint Mary’s College in
Notre Dame, Indiana.
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Myrieme Churchill
Myrieme Churchill is the executive director of Parents for Peace. She has over 30 years of experience as a
psychotherapist, working in variety of settings and with a range of populations in Europe and the U.S. Beginning her
career in France, she intervened with first and second-generation North African immigrant sex workers on the streets
of Marseille and facilitated group therapy in a juvenile detention center in Nice. In the U.S, Churchill worked as a
group therapy counselor in an inpatient dual diagnosis unit at Beth Israel Deaconess and as program director of a dual
diagnosis drop-in center in suburban Boston. She obtained several life coach and professional coach certifications and
has maintained a coaching practice based in Monaco since 2000. She also developed and delivered training programs in
the Institute Regional Administration (Nantes, FR) teaching coaching strategies to improve leadership and management
in the French regional government context, and conducting follow-up coaching sessions with officials who received the
training. Her therapy and coaching background were essential to the development of the Parents4Peace helpline model,
and her native language skills have facilitated Parents4Peace establishing connections with counter extremism programs
in Montreal, France and Belgium.
John Cohen
John D. Cohen currently serves as a Distinguished Professor of Professional Practice in Criminal Justice at the Rutgers
University School of Arts and Sciences as well as the Director of the University’s Center for Critical Intelligence Studies.
He is also an on-air expert for ABC News on homeland security, terrorism and law enforcement issues. He has over
three decades of experience in law enforcement and homeland security. Most recently he served as the Acting UnderSecretary for Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) and Counterterrorism Coordinator for the United States Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). During his time at DHS, Cohen was a direct adviser to the Secretary and he oversaw the
development and implementation of a number of high visibility Department-wide crime prevention, counterterrorism
and border and transportation security initiatives. Cohen also led the Department’s efforts to establish multi-disciplinary
programs focused on: countering violent extremism; preventing and responding to mass casualty/active shooter attacks;
improving information sharing; and expanding DHS’ interactions and collaboration with state and local law enforcement
organizations, private sector companies and faith-based organizations.
Rachael Frost
As the program coordinator and developer for the Riverside County (California) Domestic Violence Threat Management
team, Investigator Rachael Frost has testified in numerous cases regarding domestic violence, sexual assault,
strangulation and stalking as an expert witness. She has received and provided thousands of hours of training in domestic
violence, sexual assault, stalking, strangulation, restraining orders, sexual assault, child abuse and threat assessment and
management. She is currently working on the countywide enhancement of the Riverside County multi-disciplinary Threat
Management Teams (TMTs) which encourage and incorporate the threat assessment and management of those at risk
of committing targeted violence. These teams include local law enforcement, mental health, prosecutors, educational
facilities and more. Part of that program includes developing a framework response plan for mass violence that can be
utilized across all jurisdictions, allowing each city and county to tailor the response protocol to their own communities. In
addition to investigations and training programs, Investigator Frost has written numerous grants for the Riverside County
Sheriff’s Department and non-profits focusing on sustainability and low to no-cost team development in the areas of
domestic violence, sexual assault and threat management investigation. These grants have totaled more than $4 million
dollars in funding for associated programs and personnel. The teams and programs she develops focus strongly on
advocacy and working with the victims not only for investigation, but beyond into safety planning and victim assistance.
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Nicole Hockley
Nicole Hockley is Founder and Managing Director for Sandy Hook Promise (SHP), where she leads and manages the
organization’s work, focusing on communications and outreach efforts and frequently serving as its spokesperson. After
the tragic death of her son Dylan, one of 20 first-graders killed at Sandy Hook Elementary School, Hockley focuses on
bringing people together in honest dialogue and searching for innovative solutions in the areas of mental health, school
safety, community building and gun safety. She came to SHP with an extensive background in strategic marketing and
communications for companies in the US and in the UK. Hockley oversees SHP’s strategic direction and communications
where she works tirelessly to enable social change and promote gun violence prevention. To date, Hockley lead SHP to
educate and train over 2.5 million youths, teens and adults in all 50 states through the organization’s four proven “Know
the Signs” programs that are offered to schools, youth groups, and community groups at no-cost. Her passionate work
has resulted in the prevention of multiple school shooting plots and gun threats, several teen suicides, as well as other
violent acts throughout the country.
Ronald Hopper
Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) Ronald Hopper began his law enforcement career in 1992 as a Deputy Sheriff
with the Hernando County Sheriff’s Office in Florida where he served as a Patrol Officer, an Undercover Vice and
Narcotics Detective, Honor Guard member, Field Training Officer and a SWAT Team Operator. In December of 1997, ASAC
Hopper reported to Quantico as a newly appointed FBI Special Agent. He was subsequently assigned to the New Orleans
Division, Shreveport Resident Agency, where he served as the Safe Streets/HIDTA/Violent Crime Task Force Coordinator
and SWAT Team Operator. In October 2006, ASAC Hopper was promoted to Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) of the
Domestic Terrorism Operations Unit (DTOU) at FBIHQ in Washington D.C. He was then selected to be the Unit Chief of
the DTOU, which was responsible for all domestic terrorism investigations and operations in the United States. In July
2006, ASAC Hopper was assigned to the Tampa Division, Orlando Resident Agency, where he served in various capacities,
to include SSA for the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF), the Safe Streets/Violent Crimes Squad, the White Collar Crime/
Cyber Squad, and the Tampa Division SWAT team. In July 2015, ASAC Hopper was promoted to Assistant Special Agent
in Charge of the Orlando Office, with additional responsibilities including Tampa Division Counterterrorism Program
Manager and Tampa Division SWAT Team Commander. ASAC Hopper served as the On-Scene Commander of the Pulse
Night Club Terror Attack crisis response.
Glen Kraemer
Glen Kraemer, a founding and managing partner of the employment and higher education law firm of Hirschfeld Kraemer
LLP, focuses exclusively on the representation of employers, including colleges and universities, concerning discrimination
and harassment claims, and personnel law compliance issues involving disability accommodations, wage/hour concerns,
protected leaves and corrective counseling, discipline and termination practices. He is nationally recognized for his
passionate delivery of “best practices” management training programs, and for 19 consecutive years served as the
keynote speaker for the Professionals in Human Resources Association Annual Legal Update Conference. Kraemer has
devoted significant time and energy to three particular areas of interest: (1) understanding and responding to sexual
harassment, discrimination and workplace bullying in compliance with state law requirements, (2) workplace violence
prevention, identification and response and (3) neutral investigations for both public and private sector employers
concerning internal discrimination, harassment and wrongful discipline complaints.
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Cameron Malin
Cameron H. Malin is a Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) with the Federal Bureau of Investigation assigned to the
Behavioral Analysis Unit 2 (BAU-2), Cyber Behavioral Analysis Center (CBAC), where he is responsible for analyzing the
behavior of cyber offenders in computer intrusion and malicious code matters. Prior to his tenure in BAU, he was an SSA
and SA on a FBI Los Angeles Division Cyber squad. In 2010, SSA Malin was a recipient of the Attorney General’s Award
for Distinguished Service for his role as a Case Agent in Operation Phish Phry. In 2011, 2015 and 2016 SSA Malin was
the recipient of an Office of the Director of National Intelligence group award for cyber matters. SSA Malin is a Subject
Matter Expert for the Department of Defense Cyber Security & Information Systems Information Analysis Center (CSIAC)
and the Defense Systems Information Analysis Center (DSIAC). As an SME, holds several information security credentials,
including the Certified Ethical Hacker (C|EH) and Certified Network Defense Architect (C|NDA); SANS GIAC designations
as Certified Intrusion Analyst (GCIA), Certified Forensic Analysis (GCFA), Certified Incident Handler (GCIH), Certified
Reverse Engineering Malware professional (GREM), Penetration Tester (GPEN), and Unix Security Administrator (GCUX;
and a Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP). Prior to working for the FBI, SSA Malin was an Assistant
State Attorney (ASA) and Special Assistant United States Attorney in Miami, Florida, where he specialized in computer
crime prosecutions. During his tenure as an ASA, he was also an Assistant Professorial Lecturer in the Computer fraud
Investigations Masters Program at George Washington University. SSA Malin is co-author of the Malware Forensics book
series, Malware Forensics: Investigating and Analyzing Malicious Code, the Malware Forensics Field Guide for Windows
Systems, and the Malware Forensics Field Guide for Linux Systems published by Syngress, an imprint of Elsevier, Inc. He
is also co-author of the cyber deception book, Deception in the Digital Age: Exploiting and Defending Human Targets
through Computer-Mediated Communications (published by Elsevier/Academic Press).
Donna Michaelis
Donna Michaelis is the manager of the Virginia Center for School and Campus Safety and Public Safety Training at the
Department of Criminal Justices Services (DCJS). She has been working in the area of school safety since 1985 when she
began her career with the Chesterfield County Police Department as the county’s first Child Safety Coordinator. Michaelis
assumed the responsibility of the newly legislated Center at DCJS when it was established in 2000 as a result of the
Columbine tragedy. She is currently a manager within the Law Enforcement Division of DCJS overseeing Public Safety
Training and the Virginia Center for School and Campus Safety. In her role, she provides training, resources, and technical
assistance to all schools, colleges and universities, and law enforcement agencies across the Commonwealth on issues
related to school and campus safety and specialized law enforcement issues.
Arno Michaelis
Arno Michaelis is a speaker, author of My Life After Hate, and Director of Serve 2 Unite. In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
Michaelis was a leader of hate groups, and front man of the hate-metal band Centurion. Single parenthood, love for his
daughter and the forgiveness shown by people he once hated helped to change his world, bringing love for diversity and
gratitude for all life. Michaelis has appeared on CNN’s “Anderson Cooper 360”, the BBC, and MSNBC and in The New York
Times, The Huffington Post, and The Washington Post and “The View”.
Ian Moore
Ian Moore leads the Global Workplace Security Programs for The Walt Disney Company. In this capacity, he oversees
the enterprise’s strategy and training on topics including workplace violence prevention, threat assessment and
management, kidnap prevention and response and active assailant response. Prior to leading this program, Moore
worked with Disney’s Global Intelligence team as a security analyst focusing on Europe and the Middle East, also working
closely with Security Operations and Investigations. He started his career working in the film and television industry, first
as an associate producer on “The FBI Files” for the Discovery Channel, and later as a creative executive on films including
“Frailty” and “Secondhand Lions.”
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Rick Parfitt
Since April 2018, Rick Parfitt has been Director of Safety and Security for the School District of Lee County, Florida, the
32nd largest school district in the U.S. Prior to that he had a long career in municipal and campus policing in Pennsylvania
and Florida. Before taking the position with the school district Parfitt was Chief of Police/Director of Public Safety at
Florida SouthWestern State College in Ft Myers, Florida where he helped create the college’s threat assessment team.
Parfitt holds a MA degree from California University of Pennsylvania, a BA degree from the University of Pittsburgh and
is a graduate of the FBI National Academy, 195th Session. Not only a member of the Association of Threat Assessment
Professionals (ATAP) Parfitt is president of the ATAP Florida Chapter and a Certified Threat Manager. Parfitt is the author
of articles for the “Campus Law Enforcement Journal”, “The Florida Police Chief” and other publications. He has been
a police academy instructor and an adjunct college instructor in Pennsylvania and Florida colleges. In addition to ATAP,
Parfitt is a member of several professional law enforcement organizations.
Joseph Parks, MD
Dr. Joseph Parks currently serves as Medical Director for The National Council for Behavioral Health and is a Distinguished
Research Professor of Science at Missouri Institute of Mental Health within the University of Missouri, St. Louis. He is
the national behavioral health representative at large for The Joint Commission. He practices outpatient psychiatry at
Family Health Center, a federally funded community health center established to expand services to uninsured and
underinsured patients in Columbia, Missouri. He previously served as the Director of Missouri MO HealthNet Division
(Missouri Medicaid) in the Missouri Department of Social Services. He was also Medical Director for the Missouri
Department of Mental Health in Jefferson City and the Division Director for the Division of Comprehensive Psychiatric
Services. Dr. Parks has conducted research and published in the areas of implementation of evidence-based medicine,
pharmacy utilization management, integration of behavioral healthcare with general healthcare, and health care policy.
He has received numerous awards for improving the quality of care and leadership
John “Jack” Rozel, MD, MSL
Dr. Jack Rozel has been working in emergency mental health for over 25 years and became the President of the
American Association for Emergency Psychiatry in December 2018. He divides his time between resolve Crisis Services
which provides emergency mental health services for the greater Pittsburgh region and the University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center Systemwide Threat Assessment & Response Team. He works regularly at the intersections of mental
health and the law, and trains and consults with individuals in both professions around issues of violence and firearms
injury prevention. Dr. Rozel is Board Certified in General, Forensic, and Child & Adolescent Psychiatry. He holds a
medical degree from Brown University and received a Masters of Studies in Law studying health law at the University
of Pittsburgh. He was recognized in 2018 with the Exemplary Psychiatrist award from the National Alliance on Mental
Illness.
Ron Schouten
Ronald Schouten, M.D., J.D., is the Director of the Law & Psychiatry Service of the Massachusetts General Hospital and
Associate Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. Dr. Schouten practiced employment law in Chicago before
attending medical school and has combined his legal and medical training to provide consultation and training to a wide
variety of groups and individuals. He has extensive experience as a teacher and consultant in the traditional areas of
forensic psychiatry, as well as special expertise in the areas of organizational consultation, threat assessment, violence
in the workplace, the Americans with Disabilities Act, impaired professionals, and sexual harassment. Dr. Schouten
has been a consultant to the FBI’s National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime, working with BAU-I on terrorism
and campus shooting matters. He is the Threat Management Consultant to the Trial Court of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Dr. Schouten has played a key role in the development of a number of innovations in the teaching
of forensic mental health issues. These include a grand rounds program on mental health issues for Massachusetts’
judges, a Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Program held for legal professionals, the Harvard Medical School
Forensic Psychiatry Fellowship, and numerous teaching programs for the Law & Psychiatry Service, Harvard Medical
School, and Harvard College. He is a Board Certified Psychiatrist with Added Qualifications in Forensic Psychiatry, a
Past President of the Academy of Organizational and Occupational Psychiatry, and is licensed to practice medicine in
Massachusetts, California, and New York and is a Member of the Bar of the State of Illinois. In 2008, he was named a
Distinguished Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association. . Dr. Schouten is the co-author of “Almost a Psychopath: Do
I (or Does Someone I Know) Have a Problem with Manipulation and Lack of Empathy” published by Hazelden/Harvard
Health Publications in 2012. He is the editor of “Mental Health Practice and the Law” published in 2017 by Oxford
University Press.
2019 ATAP WINTER CONFERENCE
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Mubin Shaik
Mubin Shaikh is a deradicalized ex-extremist turned undercover operative for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
and Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Integrated National Security Enforcement Team (INSET). Shaikh worked
multiple CLASSIFIED infiltration operations, online and on the ground. The last investigation became public when the
RCMP in the “Toronto 18” terrorism case of 2006, arrested 18 individuals. In total, 11 aspiring violent extremists were
convicted after five legal hearings over four years in which Shaikh was the main fact witness. Shaikh has a Master of
Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism (MPICT), is an external SME (Subject Matter Expert) to the Command Staff
of CENTCOM, the United Nations Security Council and others, and trains police, intelligence and special operations
forces on related topics. He was extensively involved with the ISIS social media boom, having infiltrated their networks
online, where some went on to be targeted by Coalition forces, some investigated by the FBI and others, as well as those
who were convinced to leave the group completely. He also deals with the Foreign Fighter file, including returnees and
rehabilitation. Shaikh is also co-author of the acclaimed book, “Undercover Jihadi” and will be featured in a permanent
exhibit at the new International Spy Museum under, “Confronting Terror, Preventing Catastrophe in Canada.”
James Sheehan
James Sheehan is the Program Manager for the Jersey City - Newark Urban Area Security Initiative. He retired after 29
years of service from the Paramus New Jersy Police Department as the Acting Chief. Sheehan has provided support to
Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR) Initiative (NSI), a joint FBI and DHS program to support the collection and
vetting of terrorism related SAR. Sheehan has a Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice from Northeastern University, an
MA in Educational Supervision and a Ed.S in Higher Ed Administration from Seton Hall University.
Stevan Weine
Stevan Weine M.D. is Professor of Psychiatry at the University of Illinois at Chicago College of Medicine, where he is
also the Director of Global Medicine and Director of the Center for Global Health. For 25 years he has been conducting
research both with refugees and migrants in the U.S. and in post-conflict countries, focused on mental health,
health and violence prevention. He leads an active, externally funded research program which has been supported
by multiple federal, state, university, and foundation grants, from 1998 to the present, all with collaboration from
community partners. Weine is author of “When History is a Nightmare: Lives and Memories of Ethnic Cleansing in
Bosnia-Herzegovina” (Rutgers, 1999) and “Testimony and Catastrophe: Narrating the Traumas of Political Violence”
(Northwestern, 2006).
Joseph Wright
Joseph Wright is the Director of Security for Lincoln Public Schools in Lincoln, Nebraska. Wright passed ATAP’s Certified
Threat Manager (CTM) exam in 2014 and served as president of ATAP’s Great Plains Chapter from 2013 to 2015. Wright
currently serves as Co-Chair of ATAP’s Education Community with Dr. Tina Nelson-Moss. Prior to joining the school
district, Wright served the City of Lincoln as a police officer for 27 years retiring at the rank of captain. Wright’s work
focused on criminal investigations, juvenile justice, racial/ethnic disparities and behavioral health issues. He created the
curriculum used to teach mental health issues in three of Nebraska’s four law enforcement training academies. Wright
also created the unique programming used to improve police contact with people who experience behavioral health
issues featured in the May 2018 issue of “Police Magazine”.
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Save the Date!

29th Annual Threat Management Conference
August 13-16, 2019
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, CA
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North America 2019

Behavioral
Threat Assessment
Workshop

Control Risks will provide you with an in-depth understanding of the complex and often delicate issues you may
face while managing a behavioral threat incident for your company.

About the workshop

What will you learn?

The behavioral threat assessment workshop is a two-day training
designed to assist organizations in managing the spectrum of violent
incidents and malicious insiders in the workplace. This course is
designed to enhance your ability to develop your organization’s
workplace violence prevention and insider threat programs, and
enhance your skills in conducting behavioral threat assessments.

The workshop addresses: how to manage the spectrum of violent
incidents and malicious insiders in the workplace. It will also focus on
enhancing your ability to develop your organization’s workplace violence
prevention and insider threat programs, as well as enhancing skills in
conducting threat assessments.

Our instructors’ expertise

Who should attend?

This course features a combination of expert lecture and interactive role
play taught by our experts formerly of the FBI behavioral analysis unit
together with our cyber security professionals.

The workshop is designed for managers who will have a key role in
threat management in the workforce at a local or corporate level.
This includes staff involved in:

Workshop date & location:

corporate security

Location: Washington, DC

risk management

Date: April 9-10, 2019

those responsible for threat management in the workforce
human resources

For more information on course content, our prices, or to register, please contact us at:
imw.management@controlrisks.com
+1 713 920 9421

About control risks
Control Risks is a specialist risk consultancy that helps create secure, compliant and resilient organizations. We believe that taking
risks is essential to success. We provide the insight and intelligence you need to realize opportunities and grow and we also ensure
you are prepared to resolve issues and crisis. From the boardroom to the remotest location, we have developed an unparalleled
ability to bring order to chaos an reassurance to anxiety.

controlrisks.com
2019 ATAP WINTER CONFERENCE
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The Association of Threat Assessment Professionals
& the Orange County Sheriff’s Office
present the

2019 ATAP WINTER CONFERENCE
February 5-7, 2019

Disney’s Yacht and Beach Club Resort
1700 Epcot Resorts Blvd, Orlando, FL 32830
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